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Encounter Craft – 26th August
This week – All About You
Create an artwork that tells the story
of what is important to you
Silhouette Story
This is a silhouette of a girl drawn onto
white paper to start with. To get your
silhouette you could use the outline of a
photograph, or ask someone to draw
around the edge of your shadow against
a wall. Then fill the shape with drawings
of all sorts of things that interest you or
are important to you – this example
shows pizza, a puppy and playing
tennis! Then cut around the edge of
your drawing and stick it onto black card
for real impact.
Thought Bubble
This girl has used a photograph of herself
printed out in black and white, and stuck it into
the lower corner of the paper. She has then
drawn a huge thought bubble that illustrates all
the things that she thinks about and is
interested in. By making the figure black and
white and the thought bubble colour, the
illustrations really stand out. What can you see
in it?
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Personality Portrait
This is fun. Draw half of your face onto the page,
leaving plenty of room to the right of it and
above. You can then fill the rest of the page with
things about you – here collage has been used,
where the artist has found images of the things
they are interested in instead of drawing them,
and cut them out and stuck them on. The
random way they are put on the page adds to
the fun and shows what random thoughts we can
have!

Identity Image
This is a full-face portrait where half the
face is a photograph and the other is a
mirror-image sketch (though actually, faces
are not symmetrical!) The person’s hobbies
and interests are then drawn all around,
but, of course, you could collage like the
picture above or do a mix of the two.

HAVE FUN!!
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